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N3rdistan és una banda francomarroquina que reconsidera i
mescla diverses dimensions, temps, cultures, estils i instruments. Hip-hop, rap, electro-rock fins a les melodies àrabs més
tradicionals, amb la veu del desconcertant i fascinant Walead
Ben Selim. Musiquen vells poetes com poemes de la seva pròpia autoria. D’intensitat i potència disruptives, les actuacions
de N3rdistan son elogiades i referenciades per la premsa allà
on vagin.

N3 RDI STAN
Poetry has never
been so well served,
sober and powerful
at the same time, with
their own sound.

@ N 3 R DI STA N _U
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Carlos Sarduy is one of the most active and multifaceted musicians on the European scene. Praised for his sound, great
musicality and incredible musical versatility.
On his concerts he takes his audience on a magical and vibrant musical journey through a melodic, sensitive discourse,
characteristic of a personal language that reflects his great
knowledge about Afro-Cuban music and his mastery in developing jazz in an innovative way.

CA RLO S S ARDUY
The trumpet
has given
me wings to travel
through the world.
It is my way of life...

@ C A R LOS S A R DU Y DI MET
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Yacine Belahcene continues his way through music traveling between his two cultures, Algerian and Catalan… Idurar, his last album,
reaches our coasts sailing through the Mediterranean claiming its
musicality with no hang-ups and with sounds that resonate in the
harbours of Algiers, Marseille, or Barcelona, claiming the mix in its
naturalness, with no artificial deceits or hang-ups with songs that
expand beyond folk and traditional indigenous music, with powerful
electronic elements that bring it closer to urban music.

YACINE BEL AH C EN E
With Idurar, Yacine
Belahcene proclaims
part of its origins,
with a modern and
powerful sound.

@ YA C I N E B E L A H C E N E
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Interactivo is one of the most notorious Cuban bands of the
present generation, being a space that is open to avant
garde ideas, creativity, style, musical thought and talent of
great interpreters.
Most of its members are composers and producers, with their
own projects, representatives of the most varied trends – like
the Nueva Trova, son and Cuban jazz – having achieved a highly
explosive result through the union of all ideas and concepts.

INT ERACTI VO
Interactivo is an space
that is open
to avant-garde ideas,
creativity,
musical thought

@ I N T E R A CT I V O _ C U B A
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After 21 years together, and hundreds of concerts around the
world, pianist Manuel Gutierrez, double bassist Xacobe Martínez
Antelo and drummer L.A.R. Legido, give birth to “SUMRRA. 7 VISIÓNS” that involves the consolidation of a unique way of unders-

Original compositions, compact and overwhelming sound,
European and avant-garde
jazz...

SUMRRÁ

Original compositions,
compact and
overwhelming sound,
European and
avant-garde jazz...

tanding live music. A maturity and an almost inconceivable freshness today, that makes of the trio of Galician Jazz, a cult group that
has been adding followers throughout all these years, through its
albums, its concerts and its tours.

@SUMRRA_JAZZ
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Among the most relevant names of the new generation of spanish
jazzmen, pianist and composer José Carra stands out by his own
merits. He defends a stylistic eclecticism where jazz meets rock
and classical music. Poetry also plays a key role in his compositions, creating a very personal and recognizable universe. Carra
deploy his full potential on the piano, immerses himself in his personal world of sound made up of original compositions, reinterpretations of music from all genres and improvisations.

JOSE CARRA
Very, very personal.
Symphonic, intimate,
poetic, rocky,
delicate, energetic…

@ J OS E C A R R A M U S I C
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Mélodie Gimard is a French pianist, composer and arranger living in Barcelona. The creativity and virtuosity of this young pianist is clear, both in her musical arrangements and in the sensitivity of her touch. NUMEN, his debut album is an original project
where she blends Flamenco with Jazz and Classical music with
an utterly elegant and contemporary approach. In Latin the word
Numen means spiritual presence, and the album title refers to
freedom of expression and inspiration.

M ÉLOD I E G I MARD
The first time that I listened
Mélodie Gimard,
I was touched.
She is a volcano.
Passion,
temperament and sensitivity.
MAYTE MARTÍN

@ M E LODI E G I M A R D
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The Dice Player tells in music & singings the eponymous poem of
the Palestinian Mahmoud Darwich. The poetries resound in Arabic
through the interpretation of the Moroccan French artist Walid Ben
Selim, also member of the group N3rdistan.
The qanoun of Nidhal Jaoua and the piano of Agathe Di Piro dialogue and underline the games of destiny & hasard described in the
poem. The trio is guided by Darwich’ words, instruments vibrate
charmed by poetic conjuration and musicality of language.

LE L ANC EUR DE DÉS
Musical poetry
based on
the work of
Mahmoud Darwish.

@ WA L E A D
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Mû Mbana is allied with Cristobal Montesdeoca to offer their
particular (re)vision of those songs that have accompanied him
throughout his life, a repertoire with the music of some of the
most celebrated composers of Guinea Bissau as well as elements of own authorship.
Mû’s voice comes as a whisper, like a light breeze at dawn. It
is a choice that goes beyond aesthetic taste, sing from what is
small, go for what’s subtle.

MÛ MBANA & CRISTOBAL MONTESDEOCA
Whispering is like
being water and
knowing that a
powerful force is found
hidden in subtlety.

MORNAS KU NGHUNI NGHUNIDURAS
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With their three voices and instruments – guitar, piano, and
percussion – the Aca Seca Trio has found the heart of South
America in the sublime possibilities of its folkloric and popular
music. With songs written by their own Juan Quintero and esteemed composers from Uruguay and their native Argentina,
the trio’s vocals blend and glide over Latin rhythms to create a
thoroughly modern sonority that echoes the spirit of their continent’s rich heritage

ACA SECA TRIO

@ACASECATRIO

Resignifying
forms of Argentine
folklore.
BOOKING EUROPE
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